INFRASTRUCTURE
In order to achieve the ambition of being a world-class educational institute, Diamond
Harbour Women’s University (DHWU) is committed to significant enhancement of its
facilities and buildings, essential for world-class research and all-round development of
students. The University is heading towards a modern state-of-the-art infrastructure that goes
a long way in facilitating a number of services for the students as well as faculty and staff
members.
LAND: Present campus is situated in a picturesque 7 acre (approx.) land besides the National
Highway No. 117 at Sarisha, South 24 Parganas, West Bengal.
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING:
First floor of this building houses the Office of the honourable Vice chancellor, Registrar ,
Finance Officer and Controller of Examinations and one computer laboratory committee
room. Newly constructed auditorium of 86 seated is in the ground floor of this building.
Second floor consists of office of one common office for staff members for the office the
Registrar, Finance officer and Controller of Examinations. Whole building is under CCTV
surveillance. Total plinth area of this building is 2028.00 Sq. m. and built up area is
2028.00 Sq. m.

ACADEMIC BUILDING: Construction of the academic building is under process for 7
floors (4th-10th floors) .The spacious, classrooms in the University provide the most
conducive atmosphere for dynamic and focused discussions. They have been designed to
bring together analysis with action and are augmented with integrated audio–visual teaching
aids for lectures, presentations etc. At present we have 33 numbers ready of classrooms.
Total plinth area of this building is 6035.00 sq. m upto 2nd floor and total plinth area of from
third floor to ninth floor is 14072.00 sq. m.

AUDITORIUM and SEMINAR ROOM:
Diamond Harbour Women’s University provides state-of-the-art seminar hall , conference
halls that act as a common ground for students, faculty and eminent personalities for
interactions, conferences and other events. The seminar and conference halls are equipped
with advanced presentation tools. At present we have one auditorium, one seminar room and
two virtual class rooms.
LABORATORIES:
Departmental laboratories equipped with various standard instruments. Laboratories are fully
equipped to meet the academic requirements as per the university curriculum. To name a few;
Physics, Chemistry, Geography, Zoology labs are ahead in this list. At present we have 12
numbers of laboratories for different branches of studies.
COMPUTING FACILITIES:

DHWU campus is inter-connected through a highly secure virtual private network, where
personal computers (PC) are inter-connected to the Internet through broadband connection.
The whole campus has the state-of-the-art computer laboratories that provide computing
facilities comprising of the latest computer machines linked to a wide range of software,
communication and print services.
Academic and administrative buildings are fully equipped with wireless internet connections
which provide the Internet anytime, anywhere in the campus. Recently added domain based
web mail service is a feather towards the state-of-the-art facility. At present we have three
numbers of computer laboratories.

LIBRARY FACILITIES
The library services are the cornerstone of the education system at DHWU. The mission of
our library services is to facilitate creation of new knowledge through acquisition,
organization and dissemination of knowledge resources.
The central library at is equipped with a spacious reading hall with various books along with
online database browsing areas.
The University library offer a wide range of materials in a variety of formats—from text
books to traditional books and recently library is equipped the research journals. Highly
skilled staff members assist to the students to use the local collections and find information
on specific topics.
Our libraries are not only the places to think, but also an informal work area where students
gather to collaborate. Our library house is a collection of more than 5000 items including
books and journals.
The University has access to a large number of e-resources, like National Digital Library, ePG Pathshala, Science Direct, Springer Link. Recently, library information system SOURCE
2.0 has been installed.
The built up area of the present library is 336 sq. m.
CAFETERIA:
A healthy mind can only reside in a healthy body. The cafeteria has menus that are offer
nutritious and wholesome food to ensure a well-balanced diet. Fresh fruit juices, milkshakes,
ice creams along with breakfast and lunch are available currently.
RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION:

At Diamond Harbour Women’s University, students from various states comes to study.
Construction of 100 beded student hostel facility inside the campus is under process. Another
student hostel for minority classes is provided by the Govt. West Bengal near to the campus.

MEDICAL FACILITIES:
A healthy body makes for a healthy mind. In order to ensure your well-being, Diamond
Harbour Women’s University has tie- ups with Diamond Harbour hospital to take care of any
kind of emergency. At DHWU campus we have a medical room with first aid for medical
emergency. We have also some medical equipment like digital sphygmomanometer apart
from wheel chair and stretcher.

BUS SERIVICE:
To meet the requirement of the on-time class DHWU has provided a bus service from
Diamond Harbour railway station to university and return with an affordable rate for students.
West Bengal Govt. has provided a bus service from Esplanade to DHWU recently.

UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY
University is equipped with two generators of 62.5 KVA each for uninterrupted power
supply.

STUDENTS ACTIVITY CENTRE
Student Activity Centre is equipped with indoor games like carom, table tennis etc. for the
students. Students can perform bratachari and other extracurricular activities here.
CYCLE STAND: University has kept sufficient space for cycle stand for the students.

